FOR LITTLE ONES

Find the mistake!

The artworks have been all mixed up and even lost some of their pieces! Will you be able to find them and put them back in the right order?

☐ To help you, each "mistake" comes from another artwork of this booklet. If you ever doubt, do not hesitate to go back to it later.

☐ Some mistakes are very obvious but others are a little more difficult to spot!

☐ To find the reproduction of the artwork in larger dimensions, you can go check the internet website of the museum: www.mamac-nice.org ("Online collection" section - Collection en ligne) et search for the name of the artist in the search bar!
ARTWORK #1

Arman « Vénus aux ongles rouges » vers 1967

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #2

Christo «Packed Coast» 1969

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #3

Claude Gilli «Souvenirs» 1963

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #4

Claude Gilli « Travail de 7 escargots » 1976

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #5

Raymond Hains « Avenue d'Italie » 1974

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #6

Alain Jacquet « Le déjeuner sur l’herbe » 1964

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #7

Yves Klein « Vénus bleue (La Vénus d'Alexandrie) (S 41) » vers 1962

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #8

Yves Klein « Peinture de Feu sans titre (F55) » 1961

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #9

Richard Long «Untitled» 2010

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #10

Robert Malaval « La java des comètes » 1974

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #11

Robert Malaval « Germination d'un fauteuil Louis XV » 1963

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #12

Niki de Saint Phalle « Cœur de vieille bigote » 1964

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #13

Martial Raysse « High tension » 1964

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #14

Martial Raysse « Nissa Bella » 1964

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #15

Daniel Spoerri « Foire aux puces » 1975

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #16

Franck Stella « Damascus Gate II » 1969

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #17

Jean Tinguely « Boris – Le bouc de Jo » 1990

Who is the intruder?
ARTWORK #18
Jacques Villeglé « Métro Arts et Métiers » 1974

Who is the intruder?
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